Abstract While the Grid promises to deliver a large number of computation nodes to a user, this computation power is not usable without the proper adaption of the application for the Grid. In this paper, we describe the methods used to port and execute a particular application, Wien2k, on the EGEE production Grid. First, the process of porting the application is described. Then, we investigate the measures necessary to execute the application in this production Grid environment efficiently. Although the focus is on this special application, we describe generic methods which can be applied to all applications. We specifically address: Creating a workflow from an application and mapping this workflow to a Grid workflow using the activity attraction pattern. We discuss workflow engines which support cycles in their application workflow. We investigate naïve and worker scheduling techniques. A short introduction into licensing on the Grid is given. Optimisation techniques such as deployment re-use are discussed. Different data transfer mechanisms, M. Berger (B) · T. Fahringer
Introduction
The Grid [9] promises to provide easy access to shared resources across multiple administrative domains. Its final goal is that if more computational power is needed, all that would need to be done would be to add more computers to the Grid.
The EGEE [8] project aims at providing such an infrastructure. It currently joins over 250 sites in over 50 countries to provide over 110,000 CPUs to more than 16,000 users around the clock. It uses the gLite [15] middleware for management and execution.
Not every application can immediately benefit from the advantages of the Grid. Just adding more CPUs does not make computation go faster. The additional computational power has to be managed and well used. Only applications which employ at least some parallelizable algorithms can benefit from the Grid. The process of porting an application to the Grid is also known as gridifying the application.
In this paper we describe the efforts and methods which were employed when porting a specific application from material science (Wien2k) to the EGEE production Grid. However, the methods described here are general enough to be applied to other applications as well. In each section, we will focus on the general case first, and then on the specifics which apply to Wien2k.
In Section 2 we will introduce the Wien2k software. We shortly describe its use and particularities. We investigate the workflow of the application and describe its control and data flow.
Section 3 introduces the activity attraction pattern and how it applies to the Wien2k workflow. We show how application activities differ from Grid activities. We investigate where it makes sense to combine multiple activities into one. For the Wien2k workflow, we analyse the current workflow, present a gridified version, and discuss other possible activity combinations.
In Section 4 we examine the workflow execution systems in the EGEE Grid. We describe different systems we have investigated, and analyse their shortcomings. We explain how workflows containing cycles can be executed on the Grid.
Section 5 gives an overview of the scheduling problems which appear in production environments, such as EGEE. We investigate naïve scheduling first, and then describe the worker model. We analyse the worker model in terms of performance and fairness.
Section 6 describes the licensing model for the Wien2k application. We show how a restrictive license can be obeyed in an open environment, such as the Grid. We also investigate other Grid licensing models.
Different methods of data transfer are discussed in Section 7. In particular, we discuss re-use data transfer, where data is not transferred to a site which already contains the data. We also look into storage element data transfer, where the Grid storage elements are used as intermediate data storage. Last, we investigate peer-to-peer transfer, and discuss its performance and difficulties.
Selected related work is given in Section 8. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 9, where advice is given which workflow porting methods where more successful and which added more overhead than usefulness.
The Wien2k Software
The Wien2k [26] program package is a well known and widely used application from computational chemistry, particular material science. It allows performing electronic structure calculations of solids using density functional theory.
Internally it used the full-potential linearised augmented plane-wave (LAPW) and local orbitals (lo) method. This method is among the most accurate schemes for band structure calculations. Wien2k has been licensed by over 1,350 user groups worldwide. It is available for order at http://www.wien2k.at. The Wien2k software package is not free, however the license charge for academic institutions is highly discounted.
Original Workflow
In order to port the Wien2k application to the Grid, its internal structure needs to be analysed.
To do so, we had to investigate individual parts of the application, called activities. Each activity represents a single logical unit. During the analysis phase, these activities should be as small as possible, to be able to discover all possible dependencies between them. The Wien2k code consists of individual FORTRAN applications, which were taken as the basis for the individual activities. Parallel sections where discovered with the help of the Wien2k developers. A more detailed analysis of the original code can be found in [17] . Figure 1 shows the original workflow diagram depicted in the Wien2k documentation. It shows the individual activities and their interdependencies. However, this diagram only shows control dependencies, and does not include data dependencies.
The workflow depicted in this figure shows a single iteration of the so called SCF cycle. Each iteration uses feedback from the previous iteration. After each iteration, the software checks for convergence of the output parameters, by comparing them with the previous two results. If convergence has been reached, the loop is terminated. As the convergence depends on the calculated results, it cannot be predicted in advance how many iterations of the loop are actually needed to calculate the final result. Figure 2 shows the same workflow, optimised for actual execution. There are several differences to the original workflow. First, the optional activities are discarded for simplicity. They can be re-added later if needed. Second, the data depen- dencies where omitted, as they follow the same paths as the control flow dependencies. And last, the loop step was added, as it is needed for the actual execution.
The presented workflow provides the basis for porting the Wien2k application to the Grid. With this workflow given as input, we could then gridify the workflow and therefore the application.
Activity Attraction Pattern
The activity attraction pattern describes a commonly used technique to combine multiple application activities into larger Grid activities. It can be used in environments where running a single activity introduces overhead. The Grid is an example of such an environment. In the EGEE Grid, it may take several minutes for an activity to be scheduled. However, a short activity may last only for a few seconds. In this case, it is advisable to combine several activities into one. Figure 3 shows an example workflow where the activity attraction pattern is applied.
The activity attraction pattern specifies that larger activities "attract" smaller activities. This means: If an activity is large (e.g. takes a longer time to execute), it may be combined with a small (e.g. short) activity. The additional time needed to execute the smaller activity will add a comparatively small overhead, whereas running the small activity by itself may introduce a much higher overhead.
In the case of Grid activities we have to look at computation time and data dependencies. If one activity produces a large amount of data which is to be re-used by the next activity, the data transfer time may exceed scheduling overhead. In this case, it may make sense to combine these activities into one activity, thus removing the need to transfer data at all.
The activity attraction pattern gives a good estimate on which activities can be combined for Grid execution. It is generic enough to be applied to any application workflow.
Gridified Wien2k Workflow
The Wien2k workflow was gridified in accordance with the activity attraction given in the previous section. Figure 4 shows the complete refined workflow. The sumpara, lcore, mixer, and testconv Fig. 3 Example of the activity attraction pattern. This example shows three activities A, B, C and their data dependencies X, Y, Z. In case 1, activity A is considerably shorter than activities B and C. To reduce overhead, both are therefore combined into the new activity G1-1, whereas activity C remains separate as G1-2. In case 2 activity B is considerably shorter than both A and C, so it could be joined with either one. In this case, the data transfer between B and C is larger, indicating a stronger dependency. Thus, activities B and C as joined into G2-2, and activity A stays separate as G2-1. In both cases the number of Grid activities is reduced from three to two The sequential activities at the end of the workflow have been combined into one larger activity. The new testconv activity checks for convergence; it was previously only implicit defined activities have been combined into one activity. The testconv activity was previously part of the branch, and therefore did not show up in Fig. 2 . Further, the workflow has been expressed in the standard UML activity notation. This notation provides easier readability. However, it lacks the description of the data dependencies and shows only control flow.
The gridified workflow contains the same activities as the original workflow. The initial activity lapw0 was not changed. The first parallel section, consisting of lapw1 invocations was also not changed. The next section is lapwfermi, which combines the results from the lapw0 invocations, and creates data to be used in the next section. The second parallel section is lapw2. The final section combines the previously separated activities sumpara, lcore, mixer, and testconv into one.
We also considered two more combinations, combining lapw0 and lapw1, and combining the final step with lapw0. Also, both of these combinations could be used together, resulting in a third combination.
The first combination, of adding the lapw0 step to lapw1 would mean that the lapw0 step would be executed multiple times. Performance could be gained, because the lapw0 step is considerably shorter than the lapw1 step. There would be additional overhead to the lapw1 step. However, as this step is run in parallel, the overhead would also be parallelized. While the total CPU time used would increase, the actual CPU time would not be affected from this additional computation. This would also remove the overhead of data transfer between both steps, and remove the overhead of scheduling the first application. Although preliminary tests with this combination were successful, we decided against it for the sake of clarity, as the combined version was more difficult to debug.
The next combination, where the final step and the first step are combined, could also reduce overhead. Even though the final step consists of four different activities, each one of these activities is very fast. Thus, the runtime of the final step is much shorter than the other steps in the workflow. In every case except the last, the final step will detect that convergence has not been reached, and that another iteration of the SCF cycle is needed. This activity could therefore perform the next lapw0 step itself. Again, we have run preliminary experiments with this model and found that it would indeed yield correct results. However, in the end we again decided against this combination, as it significantly increased complexity, and therefore made debugging more difficult.
The third combination would be to combine the last step, the first step, and the first parallel section into one. As we decided against the individual combinations, we have decided not to pursue this option.
Grid Execution
During our experiments, we used the standard submission facilities available in the EGEE Grid. A Grid job was created for each individual activity. These Grid jobs where submitted to the Workload Management System WMS [2] . The WMS creates an entry on a Logging and Bookkeeping (LB) server, which tracks the job during its execution [18] . The WMS also selects a Computing Element (CE) to submit the job to. The sites local manager will then pick a worker node, where the job is actually executed. When the job completed execution, the LB is notified, and the results of the execution can be downloaded from the client.
Although it is possible to circumvent the WMS and directly address a CE in the EGEE Grid, we decided to follow the standard job submission procedures. This ensures that advances in the standard scheduling on the EGEE Grid can be used automatically whenever the WMS software is improved.
Workflow Support
The standard WMS used in EGEE provides basic scheduling support. Although it provides support for simple workflows, it does not provide the means to run the Wien2k workflow. In particular, it can only run workflows which can be expressed as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) [23] . However, the Wien2k application contains a loop. Therefore, extra steps are necessary to run this application on the Grid.
A common technique to express workflows with loops as a DAG is loop unrolling. If it is known beforehand how many iterations of a loop are to be executed, then this loop can simply be expressed as a sequence of sequences. Each iteration of the loop is copied the given number of times. This results in a larger workflow without loops. However, in the given workflow the number of iterations is not known beforehand, so other mechanisms have to be used.
Since the WMS alone system was not sufficient, we experimented with execution systems with workflow support, particularly with Ganga [16, 21] . Ganga is a frontend for the configuration, execution, and management of computational tasks. It allows submitting jobs and keeping track of their current status. It can use both a local backend and the gLite backend, which allows testing Grid applications during development. Ganga is written in Python. Using Ganga, a Grid application is written as a Python application, thus giving full control to the user. However, Ganga does not allow expressing workflows in a generic manner. Also, depending on software project developed elsewhere made the port difficult to maintain. Also, during the course of this project several Ganga updates where released, which broke compatibility with the previous versions, and broke previously working prototypes.
WMS-X
We chose the WMS-X workflow engine [30] as a basis for the implementation. The WMS-X workflow engine was originally developed by the author of this paper to support mass job submissions in the physics domain. Although other workflow engines for the EGEE Grid would have been available, the familiarity with the software allowed for rapid prototyping and for quick development of the described features. WMS-X already provided the same capabilities which were used from Ganga: submitting jobs to gLite as well as locally, and keeping track of the submitted jobs. WMS-X also supported arbitrary workflows through its post-staging mechanism. During the course of this project WMS-X was extended with full support for arbitrary workflows.
The WMS-X workflow engine was originally developed to overcome the shortcomings of Grid submission through the standard WMS. It provides extra options to support mass job submissions, which are needed for parameter studies. WMS-X consists of two components, a controller and a client component. Figure 5 shows the architecture of the WMS-X system. Architecture of the WMS-X workflow management system. The user interacts with a client application (command line or GUI), which connects to the WMS-X controller. The WMS-X controller then submits the jobs to a backend, which can either be gLite's WMS or a metabackend, such as the worker backend. The worker backend itself will also use the Grid for job submission
The WMS-X controller component is meant to be run continuously. Its purpose is to keep track of the submitted Grid jobs. When a Job is submitted to WMS-X, it forwards the job to the WMS workload system, which will create a job id. WMS-X will then regularly check the status of the job. If the job fails, it can be resubmitted. When a job is completed, the output of the job can be automatically retrieved and stored to a given directory. When a job is done, it may trigger additional follow-up jobs, which will also be submitted to the Grid, thus supporting workflows.
There are two WMS-X client components: A command line tool and a graphical user interface. The command line tool can be used to submit jobs from external scripts. It provides simple parseable output and return codes. The GUI can also be used to submit jobs, but it is more valuable for debugging: It can display the currently running jobs and their statuses. Both the command line tool and the GUI can be started and shutdown independently from the server component, allowing a user to disconnect while keeping the tasks running in the background.
While the WMS-X system had support for spawning new Grid jobs when a job is finished (similar to a fork operation) it did not contain the concept of waiting for multiple jobs before executing a new task (join operation). We added this functionality by means of a prerequisite for starting new jobs. However, just adding prerequisites was not sufficient: The Wien2k workflow contains a cycle, which means that most of the operations are executed multiple times. A simple prerequisite would only check if the required operations where already executed. In the second iteration of the cycle, this would always be the case. Therefore, the status of the prerequisites is reset when a new iteration of the cycle starts.
Using a meta-submission system such as WMS-X has the advantage of replaceable backends. When a Grid application is developed for one particular system, such as EGEE, it is bound to run on this one system. WMS-X supports the notion of multiple backends: It can submit jobs to the EGEE Grid, or run a job locally. Local execution is important during the application porting process. It can be used for testing and debugging without using Grid resources. When submitting to EGEE, all that is needed to change is the backend to which the job is submitted. Multiple backends also allow meta-backends. An example of such a meta backend is the worker backend, which will be explained in more detail in Section 5.2.
A submission system such as WMS-X introduces additional overhead. However, the processing time in the WMS-X system is significantly less than one second. This is negligible in comparison to the overall run-time of the Wien2k workflow. Therefore, no performance analysis compared to other workflow systems has been necessary. This comparison has to be revisited as future work, when more than one workflow is submitted at the same time.
With WMS-X we were able to run the Wien2k workflow on the EGEE infrastructure and receive valid results. This proved the feasibility of the approach. However, there was still much room for enhancements, as the initial approach showed to be very slow.
Scheduling Mechanism
During the porting of the Wien2k workflow, different Grid scheduling mechanisms have been investigated. In particular, we tried naïve (direct) scheduling and worker scheduling.
The existing scheduler in EGEE was not modified for this project. While other works usually describes improvements in the scheduler itself [29] , we will describe modifications that can be used with an existing scheduler. The actual scheduling algorithm of the WMS is unchanged.
Naïve Scheduling
The first Grid scheduling method which comes to mind is to schedule each workflow activity as one Grid activity. In this case, a Grid job is created for each activity. This Grid job is passed to WMS. The WMS then selects a site to schedule to, and transfers the jobs and its data to this site. The site also has a job queue. Once a job is through the queue, the site selects a worker node to actually execute the Grid job. This methods works well when Grid scheduling times are short. The actual runtime for each activity t act (a) is defined as the sum of scheduling times (WMS and site) t sched (a) , run time t run (a) and postexec time t post (a).
In a workflow consisting of parallel and sequential sections (as it is the case of the Wien2k workflow used in this paper), the total runtime t w fg for a workflow is the sum of the runtime for all sequential activities and the runtime for the parallel sections. The runtime t a ct( p) for a parallel section is the maximum runtime of a single activity p i . We assume that the Grid provides enough CPUs to employ maximum parallelism.
To consider if it is worth executing the workflow on the Grid the Grid runtime t w fg has to be compared to the runtime on a local machine t w fl . On a local machine, it is assume that the overhead is negligible, and that all parallel sections have to be executed sequentially. We also assume that the local machine has a single core or the same numbers of cores as a machine in the Grid.
For the Grid execution to make sense, Grid execution t w fg has to be considerably faster than local execution t w fl . To allow the comparison, we further assume that all machines run at the same speed. While this is not true in reality, this assumption will provide a good measure for the order of magnitude. This allows remove max from the left side of the equation. We also split the right side into parallel and sequential sections. A new variable c is introduced to specify the parallelism in the parallel sections.
We can now simplify:
This equation holds true if one of the two conditions is satisfied:
1. The runtime t run ( p i ) of the parallel section is much larger than the overhead t sched + t post . 2. The parallelism c is high.
For the EGEE production Grid we can use actual measurements for the overheads. In the VOCE VO, measurements have shown that the mean time between job submission and its execution is about 121 s [4] . The mean time between completion of an activity and notification back to the client was measured to be 208 s. This adds up to a total of average overhead of 329 s per activity.
In
In smaller research Grids these overheads are much lower. Measurements suggest that in the AustrianGrid [3] the overheads per activity are below 10 s. Assuming again 120 s per parallel activity, this results in a break even at c = 5·10 240 + 1 ≈ 1.2, which therefore satisfies the feasibility requirement even with a low parallelism of 2.
Please note that the numbers which were presented here used average values and assumed a homogeneity not found in real Grid environments. First, the distribution of overheads does not follow the normal distribution. Second, there will be difference in speed between different machines, both local and remote. However, the numbers presented here give a good estimation for the order of magnitude.
Although these calculations concluded that it is feasible to run the Wien2k workflow for large experiments on the Grid, the high overheads still left room for improvement. Figure 6 shows a comparison of local execution and Grid execution for a small experiment. It also investigates the overheads and identifies prestage (scheduling) and poststage (done notification) overhead. Therefore, other models which reduce the overheads needed to be investigated.
Worker Model
In the worker model, a placeholder is submitted instead of the actual job. The worker model was Runtimes for a Wien2k workflow executing locally and executing on the Grid using naïve scheduling. Grid execution is much slower due to the large scheduling overhead motivated by the Diane [20] software, but is also used in other distributed software execution environments. Diane submits so called "pilot" jobs to the Grid. Once running, these pilot jobs connect back to a coordinator and request the actual work to be executed. The Pilot then downloads the job, executes it, and uploads the results back to the coordinator. While there is no advantage when a single activity is run, these pilot can be re-used for multiple activities, since scheduling of the activity is done only once. In WMS-X this model is supported with workers. A worker is submitted just like any regular job to the Grid. Once running, a worker registers with the coordinator. It then requests and receives the actual activities to execute. It will execute multiple activities sequentially, just like the pilot job. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the worker model with naïve Grid scheduling.
The worker model has some advantages: Since scheduling is done once per worker instead of once per activity, the overheads are greatly reduced. Also, workers can be started prior to execution, thus possibly eliminating scheduling latency at all. As an example, a researcher could start worker jobs, and then set up the experiment. While the user is still working on creating the input data, the worker jobs already wait in the Grid queue. When the user submits the completed Grid scheduling, each job is submitted individually, and has to wait in the job queue. In the worker model, a worker (pilot, agent, or placeholder) is submitted instead. Once this worker is at the remote site, it will connect back to the submitter to pull the information about the jobs to execute. This results in the job queue being used only once, which improves performance in environments with a high scheduling time, such as the EGEE Grid infrastructure workflow, the workers could already be available and waiting to receive Grid activities for execution. The worker jobs can be used to optimise deployment, which will be shown in Section 6 and file transfer, which will be shown in Section 7.
It is necessary to mention that the worker model can be unfair. Each worker blocks a resource. The worker model is therefore comparable to a reservation model. The danger lies in unused workers: If workers are submitted, but no actual activities are waiting to be executed, the worker will occupy a Grid node and waste resources. Also, it could be that more workers are submitted than can be used during the parallel sections, again wasting resources. It is therefore mandatory to ensure that only a limited number of workers are started, and that these are shut down as soon as the workflow has finished executing. For the prototype runs done in this experiment the workers where managed manually. We are currently investigating methods to automate worker management.
We now analyse the theoretical speedup gained by the worker model compared to naïve scheduling. Assuming that overhead of transferring the data to the worker is negligible (which it is not, as shown later), the worker model delivers very good performance. The time execution time t worker for a workflow with workers now includes the scheduling time t sched only once:
Which, given the same assumptions as above, shows that the worker model will outperform local execution in most cases if there is parallelism:
If we plug-in the scheduling times for EGEE and the run-times of the parallel sections for the Wien2k workflow, as before, we now reach a break even at c = Figure 8 shows a comparison of runtimes using naïve scheduling, worker scheduling, and local execution. It shows that worker scheduling performs about the same as local scheduling. This is due to additional overhead for deployment, which will be investigated in the next section.
Grid License Models
The Wien2k software is developed under a commercial license. For academic use, it specifically states: "Please note that our license is usually a 'group license', i.e. it allows (unlimited) use of WIEN2k within a research group.
But this also means, that a license for a computing centre does NOT allow all users of this centre to use the WIEN2k code. Instead, every user should have its own (private) license and only then he would be allowed to use WIEN2k also on your hardware.
We would request that you INFORM your users about this regulation, but we do not insist that you enforce (or check) this regulation, so that no extra effort is necessary from your side (besides giving the info mentioned above) to your users.
However, we do request that you make sure that users cannot copy the source code illegally." [25] If we extract the requirements for Grid operation from this license, it results in: -Each user must have a personal license. -The software cannot be re-used by other users. -The source code should not be made available.
This license agreement is contrary to the common practise on the Grid of installing software on Grid sites. For most software used on the Grid, the software is deployed on several Grid sites. An information store will then keep the information which software is installed on which site. When a job is submitted to the Grid, it will be attributed with extra requirements specifying the software name and version it needs. The Grid scheduler will then only pick sites which fulfil the given requirement by having the required software installed. Once software is installed, it can be used by all users who have access to the given Grid site.
An approach to ensure properly licensing is the creation of specialised Virtual Organisations (VOs). In this case, a special VO is created in the Grid, which is dedicated to one particular commercial application. When a user wants to join the VO, it is checked if this user owns a valid license for the software. The software is still installed on multiple Grid sites, but it is ensured that only users accessing the site from the specific VO have access to the installed software. This approach provides some limitations: A special VO needs to be managed, and a license validation mechanism must be created. A Grid proxy is usually created with only one VO extension, making it difficult to switch between generic and specialised VOs. This method is used for the GAUSSIAN software through the Gaussian VO [27] .
Another approach is acquiring a special floating license for the Grid, which has been done in the Wisdom [13] project for the FlexX software.
In this case, a license sever provides a maximum number of licenses. While the software is running on the Grid, it acquires a license, and releases it when the calculation is finished. This approach effectively limits the maximum parallelism to the number of licenses.
Auto-deployment
If our case studies, we used another approach to the license issue: automatic deployment and undeployment of the software on the Grid sites. This means that the software is deployed on demand for execution, and removed once the execution is complete.
To ensure that the user has a valid license, the Wien2k software is not distributed along with the workflow execution engine. Instead, it contains the run-scripts only. Prior to use, a user will have to create a special package containing the binary files, which is then registered with the workflow engine. This package contains the executable software only. The source code is never submitted to the Grid, thus satisfying the last requirement of the license agreement. The binaries are protected by the normal Grid security.
When a Grid job is created, it consists not only of the original input data, but also of the executable program. Before running the actual job, it will unpack and deploy the software locally. After the execution, the software is deleted. Although this mechanism cannot enforce completely that the software is not copied, it minimises the risk of expulsion.
This model has several advantages. Proper licensing is easily enforced: if the user can execute the Wien2k software locally, he can also execute the software on the Grid. Therefore, the possibility of unlicensed Grid usage is exactly the same as the possibility of unlicensed local usage. This Grid licensing model therefore does not add a new method to circumvent the license agreement. Second, the same Wien2k license can be used in different VOs in all workflows, thus making it easier to integrate the application into larger workflows.
However, the deployment of the software adds additional overhead. Figure 8 showed that during the execution of a medium sized experiment, the deployment overhead was much larger than all other overheads and the actual runtime. This licensing model therefore shows limitations, if the software is much larger than the data which is being processed.
Re-used Deployment
Classical Grid execution consists of independent jobs. This makes optimisation and re-use between individual activities difficult. If software is to be deployed, it must be deleted after the execution. When another job from the same workflow is executed on the same node, the software must again be deployed and deleted afterwards.
The worker model allows keeping state on the Grid sites themselves, and therefore facilitating re-use of automatically deployed software. The worker downloads and deploys the software just as is done in the independent job execution. However, after execution of one activity, the software is not deleted immediately. Instead, the worker will wait until there are no more activities left in the workflow, and will then undeploy the software.
This deployment model keeps the advantages of the automatic deployment, but reduces the disadvantages of automatic deployment. The software is still deployed on the Grid site, which produces overhead. However, this overhead is produced only once for each workflow.
The effect of deployment re-use vs. autodeployment is the same as with the worker model vs. naïve scheduling. In both cases the necessary overhead is reduced to once per each activity instance to once per workflow. This will effectively spread the overhead among each activity instance. If a workflow consists of many activities, it will greatly improve in performance. Figure 9 compares the different scheduling mechanisms discussed before with the re-use deployment. It shows the runtime of the same Wien2k workflow executed locally, with naïve scheduling, with worker scheduling, and with deployment re-use. In the deployment re-use case, the actual run-time now accounts for the largest portion of the Grid run-time. Whereas deployment overhead is the largest section in the auto- With workers and deployment re-use in place, the Gridified workflow of the Wien2k software executed faster even with small test cases. It shows that it is feasible to run the application on the Grid in most cases. Even with small input data sets Grid execution is faster, and therefore the local software installation could be completely replaced with the Grid installation.
Data Transfer Optimizations
With these optimisations in place, we investigated if further advancements could be made by optimising the data transfers between parts of the Wien2k application. Figure 10 shows the classical master slave data transfer which is used in most Grid applications. Each individual activity is amended with its input and output data. When an activity is submitted to the Grid, its input data is uploaded. When the activity finished, the output data is transferred back to the originator.
In the case of workflow applications, the output data of one Grid activity will in most cases be the input data for another activity. Even in this case Master Activity 1 Activity 2 Fig. 10 Classical master slave data transfer. In this case the data is downloaded to the computing element before computation, and uploaded back to the master after computation. This is done for each individual activity the data is transferred twice: From the activity which created it back to the master, and then as new input data to the next activity.
In the following sections we will show several methods which were investigated to reduce data transfer overhead. We will show data re-use, storage element transfer, and peer-to-peer transfer.
Data Re-use
The first method which was investigated is the re-use of data already on the computation node. Figure 11 gives an example. Whenever two consecutive activities are scheduled to the same node, the data is not transferred to that particular Grid node again.
Although this method sounds simple, there are several pitfalls. First, the computational element must support re-use of data from previous job executions. As there is no notion of dependent jobs in the standard EGEE scheduler, this notion has to be added. The standard computational elements do not keep state between individual executions. The use of the worker model allows us to keep the state information. In this model, a job can be amended with the information of which workflow it belongs to. This information can then be used to keep the data and check if data already exists on a worker node. Fig. 11 Re-using data if two consecutive activities are executed on the same node. In this case, input data is downloaded to a computing element before executing an activity, and uploaded after the execution, just like in the master slave model. However, if the input data already exists on the computing node, because a previous activity has been executed there, the data is not downloaded again
The second pitfall is the common caching problem: As there may now be multiple copies of the data, it must be ensured that the data is actually current on the worker node. One solution would be to add a timestamp to each data file, which could be checked to discover if a version is still current. Another option, which was used in these experiments, is to keep a list which clients have the current version of a particular data file. If any Grid activity creates a new version of the data file, all entries in the list are invalidated. This method allows the master to decide which files to push along with which new job.
The third issue is reliability. As the Grid sites may not work correctly, it must be ensured that there is always a current copy of each file available on the master. It is therefore required that the resulting files after the execution of an individual activity are uploaded to the master node. Although this data transfer would not be required for correctness if the node does not fail, it is required to be able to restart the work on a different node, should the current node fail during the execution of the second activity. Figure 12 shows the performance results for executing the Wien2k workflow using the re-use data transfer method and no-redeploy method. In The data re-use method, if implemented with current lists, is a very simple method to implement. It requires little managerial overhead. However, it results in a measurable performance gain. We therefore recommend using this method if information can be kept on the worker nodes.
SE Data Transfer
Another method which was investigated was data transfer through Storage Elements (SEs) instead the master node. Figure 13 depicts the data flow for this method. In this case, the initial data is uploaded to a storage element. Instead of pushing the data to the worker nodes, an identifier (GUID) of the data is passed. The data can then be retrieved by the worker directly from the storage element. Result data is also written to a storage element, and a GUID is retrieved. This GUID is then passed onto the next activity.
Architecturally this method is very similar to the original data transfer method. Instead of the master node, a storage element is used to store the data. As the storage elements are servers dedicated to data transfer with good network con-
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Activity1
Activity2 Figure 14 shows that the actual data transfer times when using the SE are much higher than 14 Performance results for the Wien2k workflow when data is transferred through a Storage Element. Although the storage elements should be faster than transferring data to the master node, the SE method is actually slower due to additional overhead direct data transfer. There are two main reasons for this behaviour:
The first reason is that the master node was also on a fast network. During these experiments, the master node was connected on a high-speed university network. This is comparable to the connection available to most SEs. Therefore, no performance was gained in using the Storage Elements.
The second reason is the architecture of the storage elements. In the EGEE Grid, there are actually two services involved in storing Data: the Logical File Catalog (LFC) and the actual SE [6] . The LFC is a meta-catalog, which holds the information where a file is stored. For each VO, there is normally one LFC and multiple SEs. An entry on the LFC gives the file a unique name and GUID. Along with the name it stores the actual location of the file on the SEs. For each file, there may be multiple copies, distributed over multiple SEs. By looking up this information on the LFC, a host can choose the closest SE for downloading a file. When there are multiple copies of the same file, this mechanism greatly adds to the performance of downloading the files. However, when uploading it introduces additional overhead: Both the LFC and the Storage Element have to be contacted to create a new file. This contacting of the LFC server is comparatively expensive, and thus the major factor responsible for the performance decrease.
Although the SE data transfer should have the same performance as the simple master-slave model, it did not deliver the expected performance increase. Instead, the indirection through the LFC decreased performance. We suggest using this model therefore only if the data files are very large, or if the master is on a slow network, such as a laptop using wireless.
P2P Data Transfer
The third method of data transfer investigated was direct data transfer between the worker nodes. In the methods given previously, each file that is both a result file and input file was transferred twice: When an activity is finished, the file is uploaded to a common storage. Before an activity starts, the file is downloaded from the common storage. This method results in a waste of resources. Figure 15 shows a different approach: Peerto-peer data transfer. Instead of transferring the full file back to the master, only the information where to retrieve the file is sent. The master will then send this information along with the next job to another worker. The second worker will open up a direct connection to the original worker, and pull the file from there.
To investigate the speedup which could be achieved we have to look at the time it takes to transfer a single file. Assuming the files are large enough, the minimum bandwidth between two nodes will become the limiting factor:
Simplifying this by considering that all bandwidth is equal we get: Fig. 15 Peer-to-peer data transfer. In this model, the computational elements will directly transfer the data files among each other This results in a theoretical speedup of a factor 2 when using direct transfer as compared to indirect transfer.
Direct transfer
The peer-to-peer data transfer method has two major drawbacks: It provides limited reliability and it has to deal with firewalls.
The peer-to-peer data transfer is only as reliable as the site the current worker is executed on. In the common data transfer methods, the results of an operation where uploaded to a site which is optimized for data storage. This was either the master node or a storage element. If the master node fails, the workflow will not be continued to be executed, and therefore the reliability is not reduced. The storage elements are designed for high-speed data transfer and reliable storage, so it is safe to assume that they have a high reliability. Also, the activity is only marked as done when the files are successfully transferred to the storage location. The worker nodes, however, are not designed for continuous storage of data. The worker binary itself may be cancelled at any time, as its lifetime is limited by the original lifetime of the used Grid proxy. Also, a worker may terminate when there are currently no jobs to execute. When the worker is terminated for any reason, the file contents are lost. The reliability of the file storage is therefore reduced to the reliability of the involved workers, which is lower than the reliability of the master or a storage element.
The second issue which has to be dealt with are firewalls. Each worker can create an outgoing connection, but incoming connections are not necessarily allowed. If a worker cannot create an outgoing connection, it will not be able to receive the work itself, and will thus not execute anything. Therefore, all workers which actually execute activities have at least support for outgoing connections, and can therefore upload a file to storage. However, the administrative policy may not allow incoming network connections. Most sites have a limited port range opened (given in the environment variable GLOBUS_TCP_PORT_RANGE). However, some sites have opened ports. Worse, some sites define the environment variable, but the ports are still blocked by a firewall. While firewalling the Grid site may improve security, blocking all incoming connections makes the peerto-peer model more difficult. Common firewall traversal techniques would need to be employed. If both nodes are behind a firewall, an external relay node must be used. If a relay node is used, the performance will drop to the same level as storing the file on the master in the first place. Figure 16 gives the performance results achieved when running the same Wien2k workflow using peer-to-peer data transfer. When comparing these results with the plain re-use of data, two changes can be seen. First, the poststage time is reduced to be almost non-existent. In the case of direct data transfer, the data sent back to the master includes only the link to the files, and no actual data transfer is initiated. Therefore, there is only one small packet sent. The prestage time is increased slightly. This additional overhead comes from the fact that the worker has to initiate a new connection with the other worker. In the previous method, the data was sent along with the existing connection. Overall, the performance has increased slightly.
The peer-to-peer method does increase performance. However, in the test cases run for this experiment, this performance gain was hardly noticeable compared to the overall execution time. Given the reduced reliability and the additional complexity of firewall issues, the disadvantages for this model outweigh the advantages. Peerto-Peer data transfers therefore only make sense with large data sets. 
Related Work
Multiple groups have tried to add real workflow support to the EGEE Grid. NEUROLOG [19, 24] is an approach from bioinformatics which uses resubmissions instead of workers. To circumvent the unpredictable submission time in the EGEE Grid, the authors propose cancelling and re-submission of Grid jobs, and receive good results. Most workflow systems in EGEE use a variation of the worker model [1, 5, 12, 14, 28] . All of them provide a coordinator which manages the execution, as in the system described here.
The MOTEUR [10] workflow manager is a complete system for designing and executing workflows on the Grid. It uses submission timeouts [11] to cope with the problem of large scheduling times. It can interact with DIANE to use the worker model for job submission. MO-TEUR provides a complete workflow definition and execution solution, and could benefit from adding the methods described in this paper.
Workflow systems such as Taverna [22] and Triana [7] focus on user experience and interactivity for workflow applications. The techniques described in this paper could be used to improve their job submission backends.
While the worker model was prominent, we were unable to find workflow execution systems which take advantage of the workers to optimise execution in the Grid as we have done with re-use of deployment and different file transfer methods.
Conclusions
In this paper we have described the work which was necessary to successfully port the Wien2k workflow onto the EGEE Grid infrastructure. We have described different methods of submitting the individual activities, starting with the naïve scheduling approach, to worker scheduling, reuse of deployment, re-use of data, peer-to-peer data transfer, and storage element data transfer. We have described and investigated each method, verifying its usefulness with actual runs of the Wien2k software.
Although the methods described in this paper where applied to the Wien2k software, they are generic enough to be reused in any application which will be ported to the Grid. In particular, some methods described here which did not prove successful may show different results when used with other applications. Figure 17 gives the complete overview of the performance when executing the Wien2k workflow in the EGEE Grid. Based on these figures we can give recommendations which methods are worth implementing, and which methods only add unnecessary overhead.
The first item to consider is the local execution time: If no speedup can be gained by executing the software on the Grid, it is not worth putting the effort into porting the application.
The worker model is highly recommended for all workflows run in a production Grid. As the scheduling times can be very high, a worker can reduce these by going through the scheduling process only once. When a worker model is deployed, it must be ensured that the workers are fair to other users. Workers also allow the other optimisations, which are impossible to achieve without permanent access to the Grid resource.
Deployment re-use is necessary if a large piece of software needs to be automatically deployed. Deployment of the software may greatly increase run-time. Care must be taken with commercial software packages which must be deleted when a workflow finishes. Re-use of transferred data is relatively simple to implement and results in a good speedup. This method should always be used.
Transfers through storage elements rather than the master node add additional overhead, and should only be considered if the master node is on a slow network, such as a wireless network. If the master is on a fast LAN, this method will introduce more overhead.
Peer-to-peer data transfer provides a small speedup, but has several disadvantages. It should therefore be implemented with care. As a correct implementation is complex and therefore errorprone, it will not be worth the additional overhead in many cases.
With the improved execution, we will further investigate the activity attraction pattern again, combining the first (lapw0) and second (lapw1) activities, as well as combining the final activities with the first.
We hope that the methods developed during the course of this project will help porting other applications to the Grid. When implemented correctly, a lot of performance can be gained when running applications on the Grid.
